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IV.4 Didactical Encounters: A Topic-based Analysis of
Attempts at Shared Understanding in Eight Music
Classrooms from Seven Countries
Olle Zandén
Excerpts from classroom interaction in video recorded music lessons is analysed
for dialogical structure and evidenced degree of shared topics. Each single turn
is analysed according to agent, modality and function. It is suggested, that this an-
alytical approach can be used both for comparative studies and as a means for
teachers to improve their teaching.
In this chapter, teacher-student interaction in eight video-recorded music les-
sons from Bavaria, Catalonia, California, Beijing, Estonia, Lower Saxony,
Scotland and Sweden is analysed. The video material is created within an in-
ternational research project initiated and led by Christopher Wallbaum,
Leipzig, and the recorded students and teachers have agreed to it being used
for research purposes. All studied lessons are recorded with 3–4 cameras that
provide different, complementary video angles, which give rich opportunities
for observing not only verbal dialogue but also non-verbal communication. As
Adam Lefstein and Julia Snell (2014, 14 ff.) point out, dialogue can be
analysed from several perspectives. In this study, the complexity and richness
of lived didactical encounters is narrowed down to a description of their for-
mal structure and an analysis of relations between structure and evidenced
degree of shared understanding. The actual, lived results of a didactical en-
counter, are dependent on contextual factors such as personal pre-under-
standing, shared earlier experiences, educational cultures and power relations.
Hence it can only be accessed from inside the specific pedagogical situation.
A study of dialogical forms from the perspective of evidenced shared under-
standing can nevertheless be relevant both for research and teaching as one
contribution towards a better understanding of teaching and learning. A sim-
ple structural analysis of classroom interaction can, for example, be performed
“in real time” by a teacher as part of a reflected practice. 
The aim of this study is simultaneously heuristic and methodological. The
pursuit is to explore to what extent the used analytical apparatus can de-
scribe and analyse verbal and multi-modal communicative processes in ways
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that can enhance the understanding of music classroom communication, and,
as a consequence, to what extent it may be used to develop both teaching
and pedagogical research. This is done by analysing didactical encounters be-
tween teachers and students with regard to the evidenced degree of shared
sense-making. The term didactical is used since only interactions that seem to
have teaching or learning as a purpose have been included in the analysis.
The term encounter has been used in favour of dialogue, since in some of the
encounters no explicit dialogue is developed. Thus, a situation is defined as
an encounter if a teacher or student addresses the other on some matter. Ev-
idenced degree is about to what degree the encounter results in a topic that
is shared between its participants as well as its overhearers. Their perspective
is highly relevant since a majority of the analysed dialogues are played out in
plenary classroom contexts in which it must be assumed that the whole class
is expected to benefit from the communication between the teacher and sin-
gle students. 
My position as researcher is also as an overhearer, but one with a very dif-
ferent pre-understanding than the students’. While they have an acquaintance
from within both their national school traditions and their previous work in
the music classroom, I, as a Swedish researcher in music education, have an
outsider position (albeit somewhat less when the Sweden lesson is analysed).
Thus, there is always the possibility that shared understanding is reached in
the classrooms even if this is not evidenced in the analysed encounters. 
Theoretical Perspective and Method 
In this study, the degree of evidenced mutual understanding is analysed using
terms from dialogical theorists. The two interrelated main concepts are com-
municative project and topic. Following Linell (2009), a communicative proj-
ect is an inter-subjectively performed communicative act, constituted by turns
of talk or action and aiming at common understanding and/or joint action.
Linell considers the communicative project as the functional unit of thinking
and communication, the smallest form of which is a “minimal communica-
tive interaction”. Such an interaction consists of three utterances or non-ver-
bal actions in ABA-form that establish a shared topic: A takes a com munica-
tive initiative and introduces a topic candidate which is followed by a
response from B that reveals his or her understanding of the topic, and fi-
nally A accepts, rejects or modifies this understanding. A communicative proj-
ect contains a topic and an intent, answering to the questions what? and why?
(Marková, Linell, Grossen & Salazar Orvig 2007). Linell (2014) suggests
that the term topic is a better choice than content, since the latter has stronger
connotations to something fixed and context-independent. According to
Linell (1998) topics in spoken interaction normally change with the interac-
tion and create topical trajectories that build “islands of partially shared un-
derstanding” (Linell 1998, 193). Not all topics develop into communicative
projects, though. A single utterance that introduces a topic will in this study
be called a topic candidate (Marková et al., 2007) that may or may not be de-
veloped into a shared topic through dialogical work. Structurally, a commu-
nicative project can be described as interrelated initiatives and responses.
Linell (1998, 175 ff.) states, following Bakhtin, that initiatives and respons-
es are simultaneously present aspects of every utterance. An initiative is typ-
ically responsive to something in the past or in the planned future, so it could
also be analysed as a response. However, since this analysis focuses on the
possibilities of mutual sense-making through the establishment of shared top-
ics through communicative projects, the term initiative (I) is reserved for ut-
terances or actions that introduce a new topic candidate. The introduction of
a topic candidate can be made retroactively, by an interlocutor answering to
something that was not intended as a dialogical initiative. This is in accor-
dance with the dialogical contention that “in genuine communication there
is always a genuine uncertainty. I do not know what I have said until you
have answered. You show me what I have said and I show you what you
have said” (Asplund 1987, 45, italics in original, translation: O. Z.).1
Hence, an utterance or action that becomes focalised through dialogue is
analysed as an initiative, regardless if it was intended as a topic candidate or
not. A response can bring more or less information into the dialogue, and
according to Bakhtin (1986, 68) it “falls out of the dialogue” if it does not
contribute material for new questions. Thus the term response (R) is used for
turns of talk or action that connect to a topic candidate by showing some-
thing about the respondent’s understanding or will. 
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1 This mutual showing is implicit in the German words Unterricht and Unterweisung but ab-
sent in teaching, since the etymological roots of the latter is “to show” as opposed to “unter”
which denotes a mutual activity, something shared between people.
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The analysis has been aided by the software ‘Transana’ in which multiple
video files can be viewed, transcribed and indexed as one corpus of data.
When the dialogues, complemented with annotations on paraverbal com-
munication, had been transcribed, they were split up into communicative
projects, based on the topics that were more or less shared. Each project was
then coded according to topic and according to dialogical form. The coding
of dialogical form used the following categories: 
– initiative, (I): a new topic candidate is introduced, that might or might not
be developed into a shared topic. An initiative in the form of a statement
or action is coded (I.). If the initiative is a question it is coded (I?) and if
it is a request or appeal it is coded (I!). A statement or action can function
as an initiative even if it is not intended as one, namely, if it is treated as a
topic candidate by an interlocutor. Such a retroactively created initiative
is coded (Ir). Initiatives that are not responded to in any way are not parts
of shared communicative projects and have therefore not been included in
the analysis. 
– response (R): a turn of talk or action that shows something about how
the responding person has understood the previous communicative action.
This can be done by adding a new aspect through a statement or an action
(R.), by asking a question (R?) or making a request (R!), by affirming a
previous statement, action or suggestion as correct (R+), by obeying a re-
quest through a statement or action (R.+), by mimicking the teacher’s
modelling (R=) or by contradicting, correcting or denying a statement, ac-
tion or request (R-). The common denominators of these cases is that the
responses contain some form of initiative that reveals something about
how the topic is understood, Hence, they are in fact responsive initiatives.
However, for the sake of brevity they will be called responses.
– empty response (E): a response that, for lack of an initiative constituent,
does not add information or asks for any information that could shed light
on the topic. An empty response can be a “yes” following the question
„Have you understood?“ or a repetition of an utterance that neither seems
to fulfil an affirmative nor a questioning function. Thus a teacher’s mir-
roring of a student’s answer is classified as empty (E=) while the teacher’s
repetition of a correct answer followed by a simple affirmation can be
coded (R=+), since the affirmation of a correct answer is  a responsive ini-
tiative. A simple “no” is a responsive initiative (R-) if it prompts further
dialogue but the only simple “yes” that is not classified as empty is a per-
son’s affirmation that a suggestion or action is accepted (R+): “Am I do-
ing it right?” – “Yes.” 
The following Fig. 1 summarises the coding system through which each
turn of talk or action is described through the form [agent][mode][func-
tion]
Fig. 1: The coding system used in the analysis
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Agent t teacher
s/ss student/students
Modality b bodily except for movements that produce sound, mimic sound produc-
tion or can be seen as equivalent of playing
m musical: singing, playing, mimicking playing or conducting (which can
be seen as equivalent of playing)
v verbal: spoken or written
Function I initiative that introduces a topic candidate ...
I. ... by a statement or an action
I! ... by requesting a statement or an action
I? ... by asking a question that has not the function of a request
Ir ... that is topicalised retroactively, through a following turn of talk or
action
R response  that shows understanding by bringing new information to an
introduced topic in the form of …
R. ... a statement or action
R! ... a request
R? ... a question that has not the function of a request
R+ ... a validation of a previous statement or action as correct or the fulfil-
ment of a previous request
R- ... a validation of a previous statement or action as incorrect or the de-
nial of a previous request
R= ... mimicking
E empty response: a turn of talk or action that lacks information about
how the topic is understood
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As shown in Fig. 1, initiatives and responses are classified as verbal (v), mu-
sical (m) or bodily (b) and as performed by a teacher (t), a student (s) or more
than one student (ss). Both written messages and spoken utterances are clas-
sified as verbal as long as they are expressed in words. The distinction be-
tween musical and bodily is made so that all bodily actions that mimic play-
ing or create musical sounds are classified as musical. Thus, when a teacher
conducts a decrescendo, this can be coded as (tmI!), that is, as musical ini-
tiative that functions as a request. 
The selection of examples 
Jahn (2005, 60) suggests that a purposive selection of cases should be taken
as the defining characteristic of comparative method. In the present study,
communicative encounters are compared with regard to the degree of evi-
denced mutual sense-making. The eight lessons that provide video data for
this study abound with communicative encounters. The criteria for selection
have been 
– encounters between teacher and student(s) consisting of utterances or ac-
tions that get at least one response,
– each presented encounter is structurally different from the other in at least
one respect,
– each of the eight video-recorded lessons is represented by at least one ex-
ample.
Lived, actual communication versus 
analysed evidenced mutual sense-making
In this study, communicative encounters are extracted from their contexts.
From a dialogical perspective, sense-making and communication is depend-
ent on the participants’ situatedness in multiple contexts, for example insti-
tutionalised activity types. Music lessons can be seen as part of specific com-
municative activity types; cultural contexts which are handed over to and
developed by teachers and students and which contain norms and habits that
frame and condition actions and understanding (Kullenberg 2014, 95 f.). The
recordings strongly suggest many differences in communicative activity type
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between the eight lessons. Without acquaintance with this cultural, contex-
tual background, it can be impossible to acquire a realistic understanding of
what happens in the classrooms. Thus, what to an outsider might appear as
examples of ineffective communication may well be totally comprehensible
from inside the class’ shared understanding. In other words, a focus on shared
understanding that is evidenced to an external observer can only capture a
small part of the actual communication. Furthermore, as Lefstein and Snell
(2014, 15) point out, “dialogical form is not always a good indicator of dia-
logical content, function or spirit”. This implies that a structural analysis of
dialogical work in isolated encounters cannot and should  not be taken as an
assessment of the actual quality of the situated communicative projects or of
the teaching as such. 
Findings
The findings are organised in three sections. First a number of verbal didac-
tical encounters are presented and analysed. Then follows a section of en-
counters in which the interaction combines more than one modality, for ex-
ample music and talk. Finally, some possible ways of using the analytical
coding for extended analyses are suggested and exemplified. Each presented
didactical encounter is identified with a lesson and time code in order to give
the reader of the book the possibility of returning to the original data.  In or-
der not to promote an interpretation of the findings as indicative of nation-
al characteristics, the encounters are not referred to with their national ori-
gin but with numbers. All eight lessons are represented by two or more
encounters. 
Verbal didactical encounters
In this section, examples of verbal classroom interaction are given, beginning
with topic candidates that are not treated dialogically, and continuing with
more developed dialogues that result in sense-making that to an increasing ex-
tent appears as shared. 
In Encounter 1, the class has listened to a piece by Arvo Pärt and the
teacher asks his students to introduce topics they consider relevant.
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Encounter 1 (Lower Saxony 0:04:18)
S1: it is very soft and it is as if the string supports or underlines the piano a bit
and as if the piano is the main character (svI.)
T: mm (tbE)
Then the teacher passes the word to another student without either himself
reacting or asking the other students to develop or question the first student’s
proposition. Thus there ist no evidence, that the meaning of “supports or un-
derlines the piano” is shared or developed. From a relational perspective, the
teacher’s response can be interpreted as accepting. From the perspective tak-
en in this analysis, however,  the student’s suggestion is a topic candidate that
is neglected, since it is finished off by an empty response from the teacher
and is not allowed to develop into a shared topic. The paradigmatic form is
(sI   tE), which means that the student initiates an idea that is met with an
empty response, a response that, to repeat Bakhtin’s words, “falls out of the
dialogue” and thus closes it before it has started. The student’s initiative be-
comes a monologue. 
The second example presents monological work in a seemingly dialogical
form. The teacher asks the students to read the lesson’s learning intentions
from the smartboard: 
Encounter 2 (Scotland 0:03:31)
T: [shows written learning intentions on smartboard] (tvI.)
T: what are our learning intentions? (tvI?)
who would like to read the first one? (tvI?)
go for it; Megan (tvI!)
S: recap Scottish instruments (svE=)
T: recap Scottish instruments, absolutely correct (tvE=+)
On the surface of it, the sequence has a classical triadic question–response–
evaluation form. The student’s response shows that she can read, but gives no
information about her understanding of the sentence she is reading. The
teacher rather acts as a ventriloquist using the student as her dummy, and
hence, from the dialogical perspective taken in this study, this is an example
of a monological interaction with the paradigmatic form (tI!   sE=   tE=+). The
teacher’s request is followed by two utterances that are empty in the sense that
they lack initiatives that add to an understanding of the topic. The teacher’s
“absolutely correct” simply certifies that the student has been able to read
correctly, but literacy is obviously not the intended topic. 
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In the third example, the teacher distributes cards that shall be used to iden-
tify Scottish dances.  
Encounter 3 (Scotland 0:11:38)
3a
T: in front of you I am putting some cards
dance, tempo, beats in a bar, what you can say to the music (tvI.)
once you have done that with your partner 
I would like you to transfer that information on to this worksheet (tvI!)
because once we have done it, I am going to be playing five dances to you
(tvI.)
and I want you to write down what dances you are hearing (tvI!) 
Is everybody clear with this instruction? (tvI?)
SS: yes (svE+)
3b
T: [to student who just enters the room] you you’ve just arrived, do you un-
derstand what we are doing? (tvI?)
S: [nods] (sbE+) 
T: wonderful right (tvE+)
Again the form is triadic since the teacher instructs, the students answer and
the teacher responds to this answer. And again, the topic candidate, that is the
task described by the teacher, is not dialogically treated in the class since the
students’ “yes” and the boy’s affirmative nodding do not convey any infor-
mation about how the students have understood the instruction. Thus the
teacher’s response to the empty “yes” becomes itself empty and this triadic
paradigmatic form (tI!?   sE+   tE+) is in practice also monadic or monolog-
ical since the meaning of the two last turns of talk is not made explicit for the
participants. These two examples share the structure (sE   tE+) in which the
lack of added information in the second turn renders the third turn empty.
The tasks introduced with the teacher’s initiative remain topic candidates that
only later, in the doing, will develop into shared topics. 
In the fourth example, students read a short text about Arvo Pärt, and then
the teacher asks why the composer has written the piece in such a simple style
(tvI?). Compared with encounter 1, this task is much more well-defined since
the teacher suggests a topic: Pärt’s possible causes for musical simplicity. One
of the students answers:
Encounter 4 (Lower Saxony 0:15:30) 
S1: as it says in the text, he found out that one tone 
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played beautifully, can be a beautiful melody 
so to speak can be beautiful because one tone can be beautiful (svR.)
T: mm (tE)
In contrast to the former three examples, this student’s response provides in-
formation that displays his understanding – it is a response (R) in the form
of a statement (.). In the next turn, the teacher however gives an empty re-
sponse that does not provide any information about how he has understood
the student’s suggestion. By back channelling an empty response, the teacher
gives the students much space to express their understandings and opinions,
but the lack of responsive initiatives can also create a monological discourse
practically void of dialogically created topics. The paradigmatic sequence is
triadic: (tI?   sR.   tE). The teacher poses a question and the students give a
verbal response that contains ideas and opinions, none of which are granted
dialogical development. Thus, this form can also be described as monologi-
cal and is the last example, offered here, of verbal encounters in which emp-
ty responses precluded evidenced shared understanding. 
The following example shows that shared meaning can be evidenced through
only two turns of talk, given that the topic is sufficiently well-defined within
the context. The class is working with four songs identified with numbers ac-
cording to difficulty when the teacher kneels down in front of a student who
is practicing guitar:  
Encounter 5 (Sweden 0:13:00)
T: are you working with [song] number one or two (tvI?)
S: one (svR=)
Since the context is well-defined and the teacher gives alternative answer in
his question, the topic the student is working with song number one is shared
without the teacher having to listen to the playing. The paradigmatic form
could be summarised as (tI?.   sR=). The full stop in the first turn underlines
that the question („are you working“) is carrying strong suggestions, and the
R signifies that it is not an empty response but mirrors something said in the
previous turn in a way that conveys understanding. Had the teacher asked:
„Are you working with song one?“, a simple „Yes“ from the student would
also have created this shared topic with only two turns of talk, then using
the form (tI?.   sR+).
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Example 6 can be seen as a border case between monological statements and
dialogical work. The teacher introduces the musical form that will become the
theme of the whole lesson: 
Encounter 6 (Beijing 0:02:05) 
T: this is a famous music form of Quyi called Jingyun Dagu which is popular
in Beijing and Tianjin today we shall learn about it Jingyun Dagu (tvI.)
[points at the idiogrammes on the whiteboard] let’s read it aloud (tvI!)
S T+SS: Jingyun Dagu (tssvR=)
T: good (tvR+)
From one perspective, the structure of this didactical encounter is identical
with how the learning intention was treated in Encounter 2. Since the repe-
tition (tssvR=) does not bring new information into the dialogue, it does not
add to the meaning of “the form Jingyun Dagu”. If, however, the topic of the
sequence is taken as the reading, pronunciation and learning of the concept
and its ideogramme, the students’ repetition of the word is a response (R.)
that shows the teacher if and how they can read and pronounce the word.
When the teacher accepts the pronunciation, the sequence becomes triadic
and we get a minimal communicative interaction with the paradigmatic form
(tI!   sR.   tR+). Whether that was the teacher’s intention or not, a commu-
nicative project with the topic Jingyun Dagu, its spelling and pronunciation
has been successfully carried through, since both the teacher and the students
now know wether the students have pronounced this new term correctly (and
this exercise has probably also shown that the word is worth remembering).  
The following three examples illustrate variants of the prevalent triadic par-
adigmatic form (tI?   sR.   tR+); a teacher’s question is followed by a state-
ment from a student and the communicative project is concluded by the
teacher assessing the answer. In the first example, the teacher is checking her
students’ answer on a quiz on German composers:
Encounter 7 (Estonia 0:06:52) 
T: When did he [Beethoven] die? (tvI?)
S4: 1827 (svR.)
T: 1827, exactly (tvR=+)
In this minimal communicative project (tI?   sR.   tR=+) the topic Beethoven
died in 1827 has been explicitly shared. The teacher’s mirroring (=) of the
answer seems redundant, but may have a reinforcing purpose with regard to
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the rest of the class. In the second example, the students have practiced a
piece of music and now they have listened to a recording in order to improve
their own performance:
Encounter 8 (Beijing 0:19:00)
T: in what ways do you think we could improve? (tvI?)
S: [inaudible]
T: what?
S: [stands up] she was singing through clenched back teeth (svR.)
T: singing through clenched back teeth so you can hear the words clearly
(tvR=+.)
the enunciation (tvR.)
Here the teacher not only mirrors the correct answer, but adds to the mean-
ing of the topic they could improve their performance by singing through
clenched back teeth. Her development of the answer acts as an implicit af-
firmation (+) of the student’s answer, and the communicative project can be
coded (tI?   sR.   tR=+.). While a correct answer often finishes a project, a
wrong answer opens up for more extensive dialogical work, as in the third ex-
ample: 
Encounter 9 (Beijing 0:02:50)
T: what did I use to beat the drum? (tvI?)
S: chopstick (svR.)
T: chopstick, (tvE=)
it is too big to be a chopstick (tvR-.)
Again, the teacher mirrors the answer, but this time she explicitly rejects it by
addressing the size of the sticks as a critical aspect. Thus the shared topic is
these are not chopsticks and the dialogical form can be represented as (tI?
sR.   tR-.), with the minus in the last code denoting a rejection of the former
utterance and the final full stop denoting her reason for not accepting the an-
swer. 
Encounter 10 is one of few examples in the data in which a student picks up
something the teacher has mentioned and becomes responsible for its devel-
opment into a topic. The student has passed the test for level 2 in ensemble
playing and the teacher states:
Encounter 10 (Sweden 0:36:29)
T: that means that you shall start with level 3 next time (tvIr)
very good (tvI+)
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S: what song is that? svR?)
T: it’s a song called “Down on the corner” (tvR.)
Instead of taking the teacher’s “very good” as a closure, the student responds
to the first part of the teacher’s initiative, thus retroactively starting a com-
municative project: the meaning of level 3. The teacher’s answer is responsive
to the student’s question and these three turns of talk constitute a perfect min-
imal communicative interaction.  The form is (tIr   sR?   tR.), signifying that
the initiative is created retroactively through the following turn of talk. 
In the following three examples, the dialogue is extended beyond three turns
of talk by the teacher’s asking follow-up questions. The paradigmatic form
can be coded (tI   sR.   tR?   sR.   tR+). Encounter 11 starts off with the same
classical initiative-response-evaluation scheme: 
Encounter 11 (California 0:19:48)
T: [having written a stave with five flats on the whiteboard] (tmI.) what’s our
major key? (tvI?)
S: D flat (svR.)
T: D flat (tvR=+)
The teacher’s mirroring of the answer gives the very big class a chance to hear
it, and since the teacher’s tone strongly suggests approval, his mirroring can
be taken as an affirmative response. The shared meaning D flat major has five
flats is established. Then the teacher goes one step further and asks for the
reason behind the correct answer:
T: how did you make it? (tvR?)
S: the second in (svR.)
T: the second one in, [points to the two last flats in the key signature] one,
twoand you simply identify it (tvbR=.+)
Thus, two topics are established through these five turns of talk. Firstly that
B major has two flats and then the general principle for identifying major
keys with flats. From a dialogical perspective, the crucial factor with this di-
alogue is that the teacher puts a follow-up question that demands reasons for
the student’s answer and thereby prompts the student to share her thinking
with the class. If we omit the mirroring since it is redundant from a shared
meaning perspective, the form is (tI?   sR.   tR+?   sR.   tR.+). The coding
(tR+?) signifies that the teacher’s response both affirms the student’s previous
answer and asks for more information. This dialogue illustrates that, as com-
pared to a triadic minimal communicative interaction, it can take only two
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extra turns of talk to probe more deeply into a student’s understanding. This
is also the case in encounter 12, in which a student comments on the music
they have listened to, probably naming the piano accompaniment “music”
and the violin part “song”:  
Encounter 12 (Lower Saxony 0:08:13) 
S: I think the music and the song they fit together well (svIr.)
T: yes, but we don’t say ‘song’(tvR-)
why? (tvR?)
S: piece (svR.)
T: why? (tvR?)
S: because no one sings (svR.)
T: exactly (tvR+)
The student’s use of the word “song” (Lied) was certainly not the topic can-
didate presented by the student, but was turned into one retroactively through
the teacher’s response. When the teacher asks why, the student changes to a
more correct term without explaining why his first answer was less appro-
priate. Then the teacher repeats the question, which suggests that his major
concern is not with the right answer as such, but with the student’s under-
standing of why an instrumental piece should not be called a song. Thus the
topic differential meanings of song and piece is developed over six utterances
through the form (sIr.   tR-?   sR.   tR?   sR.   tR+). Here, as in encounter 11
above, it takes two questions from the teacher to elicit more than a simple an-
swer from the student. 
Encounter 13 provides an unusual example of a student disapproving of (-)
and countering a teacher’s initiative with a question functioning as a sugges-
tion (.): 
Encounter 13 (Catalonia 0:33:43)
T: now we’ll learn a new song “Total eclipse of the heart” (tvI.)
S: don’t we have to practice “Fil de llum”? (svR-.)
T: yes, that’s right (tvR+)
The teacher’s affirmation is not empty, since accepting the student’s sug-
gestion is a response that certifies that the student’s suggestion is relevant
even if it does not imply that the teacher will change her plans. However,
she continues:  
T: do you want to sing “Fil de llum” once? (tvR?)
S: yes (svR+)
T: OK (tvR+)
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This minimal communicative interaction bears resemblance to encounter 3
above, in which the teacher asked whether her students had understood her
instructions. In that case, the two ensuing affirmative turns of talk were
analysed as empty, but in this example they are categorised as complete re-
sponses. Obviously the critical difference is, that while “I understand” says
nothing about what is understood, “do you want to sing?” is fairly unam-
biguous, and thus it can be assumed that mutual understanding is reached.
Thus, affirmations can function as responses dependent on context. In the
classroom this form is common when initiated by suggestions in the form of
questions, like “May I …?” or “Is this …?”. The whole encounter has the
form (tI.   sR-.   tR+?   sR+   tR+) with the affirmations (+) clearly denoting
the shared topic now we’ll sing “Fil de llum” and not “Total eclipse of the
heart“.
As already mentioned, an utterance that seems unconnected for an outsider
may contribute to a communicative project that was established earlier and
may be perfectly comprehensible and appropriately developed from the class’
insider perspective. In the following example, such earlier established under-
standing is evidenced through only two turns: The class is rehearsing a song
with much syncopation:
Encounter 14 (California 0:59:10)
T: first of all what is syncopation? Music that happens (tvI?)
SS: off beat (ssvR.)
The students’ direct, unison answer strongly suggests that both the topic syn-
copation and the classroom practice of finalising the teacher’s sentence are al-
ready established. 
Finally, an example of how a larger communicative project can contain sev-
eral shorter nested projects. The topic to be shared is the plot that shall be
transformed into a composition
Encounter 15 (Bavaria 0:15:41)
15a
T: who can tell the story briefly? (tvI?)
S1: may I? (svR?)
T: please (tvR!)
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This is a complete minimal communicative interaction (tI?   sR?   tR!) with
the topic S1 shall tell the plot.
15b
S1: a boy and a girl love each other very much 
and a girl takes a hit on the boy (svIr.)
T: another girl (tvR.)
S1: yes another girl  (svR+=)
The teacher interrupts the student by initiating a retroactively created mini-
mal communicative interaction (sIr   tR.   sR+) around the topic another girl.
He then directs his attention to S2 and S3 who have started a private, whis-
pering dialogue, and retroactively transforms their talking (ssvIr.) into a new
communicative project with the topic no parallel conversations:
15c
T: hallo, S2, S2 (tvR-!)
S4: S2 (svR-!)
S2: yes, I’m sorry (svR+)
The teacher’s “hallo” is both intended and understood as criticism, as evi-
denced by the student’s “I’m sorry” which concludes this minimal commu-
nicative interaction (ssIr   tsR-!   sR+). S1 then returns to the interrupted sto-
ry about a girl taking a hit on the boy, but the teacher quickly captures the
initiative by focusing on the topic true love: 
15d
T: does she really love him? (tvI?)
S1: no not really (svR.)
T: not really so the true love is (tvR=?)
SS: the other girl (svR.)
T: exactly (tvR+)
This dialogical form (tI?   sR.   tR=?   sR.   tR+) is near identical with the D-
flat major example (encounter 11) above. The teacher mirrors the correct an-
swer and then asks for a clarification, thus increasing the possibility for mean-
ingful mutual understanding. In all these four nested communicative projects,
the teacher initiates dialogical work that assures shared understanding. How-
ever, this can be a source of irritation and distraction for both S1 and the
group as a whole, and might divert the focus from the overarching topic, the
story to be set into music. Thus, this episode can also be taken as an exam-
ple of how the pursuit of common understanding is an act of balance be-
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tween detail and context, between clarity and socially acceptable communi-
cation, and between dominance and agency.
To summarise, in these 15 didactical encounters, nineteen verbally conducted
communicative projects were analysed. The first four encounters gave no ev-
idence of mutual sense-making, either because they contained turns of talk
that were analysed as empty (i.e. lacking initiatives that could bring new in-
formation into the dialogue), or since only one of the parts in the conversation
received evidence of the other’s understanding. The fifth example showed that
shared meaning can be reached through only two turns of talk within a clear-
ly defined context and when a question contains suggestions that delimit the
alternative answers. Then followed three examples of minimal communicative
interactions in which the teachers initiated a topic candidate, the student re-
sponded and the teacher gave a more or less elaborated and explicit evalua-
tion of the response. After an example of a student retroactively initiating a
topic, three examples (encounters 11–13) were given that illustrated how a
deepened mutual understanding was reached through repeated questioning.
Finally, two examples showed how earlier learning can be evidenced when
students answer in unison, how small communicative projects can be nested
into overarching wholes and how a very strong focus on dialogue and col-
laborative cognition might have disempowering effects on students. 
Thus far, only verbal, mainly mono-modal communicative projects have
been analysed. However, music education is to a large extent multimodal,
and in the following section some examples will be given of dialogical situa-
tions in which musical and bodily initiatives and responses are used in di-
dactical encounters. 
Multimodal didactical encounters
This section starts with episodes containing intensive dialogical work and de-
veloped topics, and it ends with some examples of multimodal classroom in-
teraction in which, from a dialogical perspective, the teacher misses the
chance of assuring shared understanding, for example because the teacher
does not check whether the feedback has been understood as intended. 
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In the first example, a topic candidate is created by a student who is practic-
ing the piano part of “Tom Dooley”. When the teacher watches his attempts,
the student says that he finds the fingering difficult (svmI.). The teacher an-
swers verbally and musically through describing and demonstrating a fin-
gering and singing two verses of “Tom Dooley” while accompanying himself
in a steady crotchet-beat (tvmR.). After this one-minute long response, he
probes into the student’s understanding of the demonstration with an in-
quisitive „OK?“: 
Encounter 16 (Sweden 0:06:43)
T: OK? (tvR?) 
S: yes  (svE+)
Had the teacher taken this empty affirmation as a proof of correct under-
standing, the interaction might have ended here, and they could both rest in
the illusion that mutual meaning had been created. But the teacher continues
by responding to the student’s “yes” with a request: 
T: now test for yourself (tvR!)
S: [places his fingers on the keyboard] (smR+)
T: use the ring finger instead (tvR-!)
S: [changes fingering] here? (svmR?)
T: no, there [points] instead (tvmR-!)
S: [plays] (smR+)
T: exactly, that’s it (tvR+)
After this dialogical work, the shared topic is so well established and defined,
that the teacher’s “exactly” is sufficiently informative to be taken as an af-
firmative response. Then the dialogue continues: 
S: [starts playing crotchets in a steady beat] (smR.)
T: then you slide up (tvR+!)
S: [changes chord] (smR+)
T: yes remember to take it between the black [points]  (tvmR+!)
S: yes [continuing to play without assistance while the teacher watches]
(svmR+)
T: good, S! (tvR+)
During these 30 seconds, the topic playing the accompaniment with practi-
cal fingering is created through some 15 communicative turns, 6 of which in
the form of musical responses. At the end of the encounter, the student is
probably certain that he has understood and at least partly mastered the task,
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and the teacher has acquired a clear picture of the student’s present ability. It
is an open question, as to how important the introductory demonstration
was for the student’s understanding, but given the detailed instructions in the
cited part of the dialogue, it is feasible that the long monological demon-
stration was less efficient than the ensuing intensive dialogue, the form of
which can be described as (tvR!   smR+   tvR-!   svmR?   tvmR-!    smR+
tvR+   smR.   tvR+!   smR+   tvmR+!   svmR+   tvR+). Some significant char-
acteristics are, firstly, that the teacher’s suggestions and evaluations are ac-
companying the student’s playing rather than interrupting it, secondly, that
the teacher’s evaluations (+ or -) are always followed by a guiding request,
and thirdly, that the student always answers to the requests with a response
that is primarily in the musical mode, either in the form of a question (?) or
as an attempt to fulfil the teacher’s request (+). 
In the next example, a class is experimenting with finding sounds that can be
a part of their composition. The teacher chooses to consider a student’s cym-
bal crash as a meaningful musical initiative (i.e., as a retroactively construct-
ed topic candidate) and the following dialogue takes place: 
Encounter 17 (Bavaria 0:23:04)
S: [strikes his cymbals] (smIr.)
T: where [shall you use that] (tvR?)
S: where the disturbance is (svR.)
T: yes, at that point it is not as loud as that (tvR-)
you can do it when she jumps off the cliff [makes a clashing movement
with both hands](tvmR!)
S: [mimics and enlarges the teacher’s movement] (smR+=)
T: yes, there she jumps (tvR+)
By asking the student for his intention with the crash, the teacher assures that
he knows ‘where the student is’ before they develop the crash into the artis-
tic topic where to use the cymbal crash in the class composition and why.
The dialogical work has the form (smIr   tvR?   svR.   tvR-!   smR+=   tvR+)
which, except from differences in modalities, is nearly identical with En-
counter 11 above (about song or piece). In both cases, the teacher retroac-
tively transforms an initiative from a student into a topic candidate, both
containing one question and one suggestion from the teacher and both end-
ing by the teacher affirming the student’s last response as correct. Apart from
illustrating a common interactional structure, these episodes also illustrate
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that dialogical work implicates aspects of power and domination: in both
cases, the teacher both initiates and finalises the topic. 
In Encounter 18, a class is rehearsing a piece by Bach on their recorders, and
the teacher introduces the rhythm as a topic candidate
Encounter 18 (Estonia 0:29:02)
T: pay very close attention to the rhythm 
let’s start with the first section and go until the repeat sign one two one
and (tvI!)
SS+T: [more or less heterophonic playing] (sstmR+) 
T: yes thank you (tvE)
The “yes thank you” illustrates the ambiguity of the word “yes” since it does
not implicate an affirmation of how they have managed the rhythm. How-
ever, the teacher’s next statement clarifies that the rhythm wasn’t good
enough:
T: let’s make the beginning a little bit clearer (tvR-!) 
listen please the same place, this one 
[plays the first four notes] (tmR.)
the ti ti and the ta they have to be clearly distinguished from one another
(tvR.)
let’s go again from the beginning 
ready and (tvR!)
SS+T [making a much more unison rhythm in the start] (ssmR+)
T: thank you (tvR+) please listen to the ending 
Through these turns of talk and playing, the topic candidate has developed
into a shared topic, that is, shared action and hopefully also shared under-
standing. In her 11 seconds short response to the student’s first playing, the
teacher asks for clarity, demonstrates it musically and clarifies verbally what
she was demonstrating. The students’ musical response shows that most of
them have understood her feedback and instruction, and the fact that the
teacher moves on to work with the last part of the phrase suggests that her
final “thank you” shall be interpreted as an approval. The paradigmatic form
of the communicative project is (tvI!   sstmR+   tvmR-!   sstmR+   tvR+). The
teacher instructs verbally, the students perform, the teacher gives critique by
addressing and modelling aspects to be improved, the students perform again
and the teacher evaluates. This is similar to Encounter 11 above about D flat
major. Both are initiated and closed by the teacher and give the students two
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opportunities to respond. The critical difference is that in Encounter 11, the
teacher is asking questions in order for the student to clarify her answer while
in this case, the teacher is critical of the students’ performance (tvmR-!) and
gives instructions rather than asks questions. 
The following example is taken from a vocal warm-up at a point when the
teacher is not satisfied with the way the group is singing a legato exercise. The
teacher’s enacted topic is to combine airflow and tone placement to a prop-
er vocalisation, and to this purpose she models a short phrase (a musical ini-
tiative) singing: 
Encounter 19 (Catalonia 0:14:39)
T: [singing] rii-åå-ii-å (tmI!)
SS: [singing] rii–åå–ii–å (ssmR+=)
Similar to but more evident than in Encounter 5 (when students read the
word “Jingyun Dagu” from the whiteboard), the students’ mirroring is not
an empty response since it gives the teacher information about many musi-
cal aspects, some of which are addressed when she continues to suggest mean-
ing by musical and bodily means: 
T: [stands up, leans her head to the side, smiles shyly and mimics them in a
childish, soft voice] rii–åå–ii–å (tmbR-)
SS: giggle (ssbR. or perhaps ssbE)
The giggling could be categorised as a bodily response, suggesting that the
students understand the performance as a critique. The teacher immediately
contrasts her parody through repeating the phrase with a more mature voice,
a more focused posture and with a sustained last note: 
T: rii–åå–ii–å [while accompanying the final note with a hand movement that
suggests that the note shall be sustained] (tmbR.)
all the time like bringing it on a tray, like a glass that can break [doing the
same forward movement with the other hand when giving the explanation]
(tvbR.)
again (tvR!)
The teacher points at tone quality, posture and supported last note by keep-
ing all aspects of the exercise constant except for these three when she demon-
strates the two contrasting versions. She cannot know whether the students
attend to one or all of these aspects, or indeed if they perceive them as aspects
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at all. Some students may have grasped ‘the whole picture’, some may have
grasped it but lack the skills to perform accordingly and other have under-
stood or misunderstood only parts of it. When the students start singing
again, they show to what extent and in what ways they have understood this
rather long multimodal explanation ...
SS rii–åå–ii–å (ssmR+=)
T: [on the last note] do not fall do not fall do not fall [repeats the sustaining
movement] (tvbR-!)
… and the teacher’s final response gives them critiquing and supporting feed-
back on one of the aspects that she had modelled, namely to sustain and sup-
port the notes, especially the last. Even if not all students have developed
their singing according to the teacher’s instructions, some have probably un-
derstood and been able to sing according to the teacher’s intentions through
this communicative project that has the dialogical form (tmI!   smR+=   tm-
bvR-!   smR+  tvbR-!). 
Encounter 20 concludes an overarching communicative project in which the
teacher has spent one and a half minutes explaining, demonstrating and re-
hearsing “Seven traditional beats”, the characteristic rhythm of “Jingyun
Dagu”, which is displayed verbally and in musical notation on the smart-
board. The teacher has gradually added complexity by first letting the stu-
dents read the rhythm, then read it with accents and finally practice the mo-
tor skills of producing the changing sounds through beating. (It is evident
that the class and the teacher have already established a shared understand-
ing that her “one two go” defines the tempo, since the students immediately
pick up the tempo from her counting.) During this project, which contains
more than ten turns of talk and play, the teacher asks several questions that
direct the class’s attention to critical aspects of the playing, and she always ac-
companies her own playing with descriptions of what the students should
pay attention to. The teacher then selects two students to play the rhythm on
drums, shugus. 
Encounter 20 (Beijing 0:06:29)
T: here is the speed 
[claps] one two go (tvmI!)
SS: [play in unison while looking at the rhythm on the smartboard] (ssmR+)
T: they’re great, aren’t they? 
[models applause which is taken up by the class] (tvbE+) 
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Now there is evidence for the teacher that the students have understood her
teaching as intended and that they also have the skills to perform it, but since
her feedback is exempt of information about their playing, there is no evi-
dence for the students what in their playing she considered great. However,
the teacher continues with a more precise assessment:   
T: they did it accurately and in steady speed and stressed the forte piano (tR+.)
In contrast to Encounter 8, in which the final information added by the
teacher was not dialogically treated, this response  pinpoints three of the as-
pects that the class had been practicing earlier in the lesson, and thus there is
evidence both for the players and for the rest of the class that a shared un-
derstanding of the meaning of these aspects has been established. The form
can be summarised as (tvmI!   smR+   tvR+.), the final full stop denoting the
teacher’s description of the qualities in the students’ playing.  
Contrasts between correct and faulty performance are also used in the fol-
lowing didactical encounter, in which the teacher produces  a fairly lengthy
explanation of how the class shall perform an accent followed by an “ener-
gised decrescendo”. Here, however, the students only get one opportunity to
show their understanding through a musical response:  
Encounter 21 (California 1:16:20)
T: give me that flash (tvI!)
[conducts the dynamics while …] (tmI!)
SS: [... the students are singing two short phrases] (ssmR+)
T: [interrupts them after two bars with an angry growl] (tbR-)
As from the teacher’s growl, there is an evidenced shared understanding that
something was wrong with the performance. Thus the shared topic „this
flash“ was not acceptable is created dialogically without the use of words
through the form (tvmI!   ssmR+   tbR-). Then the teacher checks their mu-
sical understanding by asking what was wrong and develops on it by mixing
contrasting demonstrations with descriptive and metaphorical explanations:
T: what are we gonna do here? (tvR?)
SS: xxxx (ssvR.)
T: energised decrescendo hardest thing to do in music (tvR.)
T: [starts singing and making a sustaining forward moving gesture]
you saw my hand doing it 
[contrasts it with an unbalanced variant of the movement nearly causing
him to fall off the podium] (tvmbR.)
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SS: [laughing] (ssbR or ssbE)
/.../ 
T: stay big, stay big and give yourselves a place to come from, ya [illustrates
with arm movements that open, embrace and close] 
I loved the first one the first one was really cool (tvR+)
but the second lost identity and then regained it (tvR-.)
[illustrates the second one on the whiteboard and…] 
SS […students laugh again] (ssbR or ssE)
S: it looks like a Christmas tree (svR.)
T: it’s a schizophrenic decrescendo (tvR.)
Again, the laughs can be seen as a bodily response since they suggest to the
teacher that the students find his negative examples laughable. This might
strengthen the shared understanding of how not to sing (if not the comedy in
his illustrations hides their metaphorical meaning), but unless they start the
phrase again, the teacher will not know if the students have understood his
musical intentions. It should take another response from the teacher to assure
the students that they are on the right track and that they have created a com-
mon understanding of how to perform this energised decrescendo. Since this
does not happen,  in spite of this lengthy demonstration, the students do not
get a clear feedback as to whether they are on the right track or not in pro-
ducing the “flash” through an energised decrescendo. The teacher’s accept-
ance of the first phrase that was “really cool” comes so late after it has been
sung, that it is unlikely that the students remember it and can identify its
qualities. 
The overall dialogical form is (tvmI!   ssmR+   tbvmR-.); the teacher con-
ducts (tI!), the students sing (sR+) and the teacher disapproves of their singing
and clarifies his intentions. However, since the students do not respond to
the clarification, the only evidenced shared topic so far is that the perform-
ance of the diminuendo was not good enough. Given that the teacher’s in-
tention was to create shared meaning about how to make this energised de-
crescendo, the teacher’s work has mainly been monological even if, from a
report perspective, intensive and probably valuable relational work has been
done. 
Encounter 22 illustrates a much more economically performed minimal com-
municative interaction that evidently creates the intended shared meaning:
Encounter 22 (Bavaria 0:29:30)
S1: [playing while the teacher is talking to the class] (smIr.)
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T: sss [turning his face against S1 and lifting a hand] (tbR-!)
S1: [stops playing] (ssbR+)
In this paradigmatic and universally common classroom situation (sIr   tR-!
sR+), the teacher retroactively transforms a student’s action into an initiative
that he disapproves of and tries to stem, and the student adapts to the
teacher’s demand – in this case wholly without verbal mediation. 
Obviously, the stage interaction between conductor and musician is non-ver-
bal, and Encounter 23 illustrates such evidenced shared meaning in the mu-
sic classroom. The class is putting music to a story and the teacher is acting
as a conductor by coordinating their improvised playing into a musical form: 
Encounter 23 (Bavaria 0:37:59)
T: [inspiring a crescendo through gradually raising his upper body, turning
the palms of his hands upwards, opening up his face and mouth in ex-
pectance and finally through moving his hands quickly and urgingly point-
ing and looking at individual students] 
SS: [playing more and more loudly and more and more agitato, the boy’s faces
showing more and more joy]
The topic playing gradually towards a climax is thus created through the
form (tmI!   ssmR+) or perhaps (tbI!   smR=). Rather than being a matter of
turn-taking, this can be described as mainly synchronous communication, or
metaphorical or cross-modal mimicking. It is an open question as to whether
this encounter should be analysed as two turns or a great number of micro-
turns.  
Finally, some examples of how chances of shared sense-making can be missed
due to prematurely arrested dialogue. This teacher has designed the lesson for
maximum individualisation, and is moving around helping his students indi-
vidually for the better part of the lesson. In Encounter 21, the teacher has ex-
plained and demonstrated how to play the chord progression ||: G  | D | am |
am | G  | D | C | C :|| on the piano and he then continues to the topic fingering: 
Encounter 24 (Sweden 0:11:16)
T: then you have the thumb at the bottom
thumb, indexfinger and ring finger 
[the words accompany him playing the chords] 
then you can see that when I shall change from G to D I can sort of keep
the thumb, you know, 
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and only move those [plays] 
same thing when I go from D to am, I can keep the ring finger and only
move down [plays] (tvmI.)
S: I understand (svE.)
T: good [leaves the student] (tvE+)
The teacher’s demonstration is thorough and calm, and since he accompa-
nies his demonstration with words, he helps the student to share his focus.
Thus, he is providing the student with very good conditions for learning.
However when the student professes he understands, the teacher leaves him,
and hence neither of them can know whether the student has understood the
demonstration in the intended way. The student’s “I understand” lacks evi-
dence of what or how the student has understood, which renders the teacher’s
“good” empty. Of course the student might have understood it all in the in-
tended way, but the point is, that it would only take a few seconds extra for
the teacher to assure himself and the student that the demonstration had been
understood as intended. The paradigmatic form is (tvmI.   svE.   tvE+), the
two empty responses suggesting that the demonstration remained a mono-
logue despite three turns of talk and action. 
It is an exacting task to give meaningful individual instruction to all students
in a class, and the final excerpt illustrates how a teacher who in trying to help
two students simultaneously, initiates several topic candidates, none of which
are developed into a shared topic. The students are sitting in a small room
practicing the bass guitar parts of different songs when the teacher is enter-
ing: 
Encounter 25 (Sweden 0:18:40)
T: [entering the room addressing S1] Mr Bassman   
S1: I can’t fix this, I try but it is hard (svI.)
T: [turns his attention to S2]
The teacher’s invocation “Mr Bassman” prompts S1 to initiate a topic can-
didate (svI.), but S2’s persistent, repetitive playing acts as a competing initia-
tive that, without it seemingly being his intention, draws the teacher’s atten-
tion away from S1 and retroactively transforms the repetitive playing into a
topic candidate: 
25b
S2: […uses his thumb playing the open A-string sixteen times as part of a bass
line to “Tom Dooley”] (smIr.)
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T: are you thinking the melody or are you counting? (tvR?)
S2: I’m counting (svR.)
T: you are counting okay (tvE=)
This is an interaction with the paradigmatic form (smIr.   tvR?   svR.   tvE=)
through which the teacher becomes aware that S2 is counting his notes in-
stead of changing bass note when the melody demands it. However, the
teacher’s empty mirroring (“you are counting, OK”) does not contain any
initiative that helps the student to share the teacher’s understanding or skills.
Thus this communicative project is of diagnostic value but lacks an initiative
from the teacher if it should have effect on the student’s learning. Then the
teacher initiates a new topic candidate: rest stroke (apoyando): 
25c
T: can you try to do the same thing but use a rest stroke and snap the note
[demonstrates on the student’s bass guitar while the student is holding it] 
you can nearly keep the thumb as a support on that string [tvmI!]
Do you follow me? (tvmI?) 
S2: mm (sE+)
S2: [starts playing while the teacher returns to S1] (smR.)
The teacher’s “do you follow me” transforms his request (“can you try to ...”)
into a dialogically treacherous question. If the student had answered “no”,
this would have prompted further dialogue, but the simple “yes” is empty
since it says nothing about how or what S2 has understood. And since the
teacher does not notice how S2 performs his rest stroke, this turn falls out-
side of the didactical encounter. Now neither the teacher nor the student have
evidence that the teacher’s intervention had any effect on the student’s learn-
ing. Here again the didactical interaction is less than three initiatives long
with the paradigmatic form (tvmI.?   svE+): the teacher demonstrates, ex-
plains and questions in one single turn, and the student gives an empty affir-
mation. Now the teacher returns to S1 who initially asked for help. The
teacher suggests a demonstration: 
25d
T: [facing S1] and let’s see, if I walk it through with you once (tvI.) [takes the
bass from S1 and sits down facing him]
but then abandons this project by initiating a diagnostic communicative proj-
ect:
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25e
T: how far have you come?  (tvI?)
S1: well, I’m trying (svR.)
and then a third topic candidate is introduced: 
25f
T: [while looking at and working with the bass guitar] do you understand the
tablature (tvI?)
S1: yes yes I understand (svE+)
The “yes, yes, I understand” is triggered by the teacher’s question, but is just
as uninformative as an “mm”, as long as the student is not prompted to show
or explain how he understands the tablature. Finally the teacher returns to the
topic initiated in 25a and starts playing the part for the student (tmR.) In this
encounter, six communicative projects are initiated within 45 seconds, none
of which is completed. 
To summarise, in these ten didactical encounters, 15 communicative projects
were analysed, most of which combined musical, bodily and verbal com-
municative turns. They were presented from the most developed to the least
successful examples of dialogical work. The first four (16-19) contained ex-
tended dialogues in which teachers and students developed topics over five
or more turns of talk or action, thus developing shared knowledge, skills
and understanding beyond simple minimal communicative interactions.  Ex-
ample 20, the drumming boys, is similar to Encounter 14 (on the meaning
of syncopation) in that it connects to earlier created common understand-
ing and by those means “rationalises” the dialogue, creating shared under-
standing with few turns. Then followed two minimal communicative proj-
ects (21–22), the second of which illustrated a common disciplinary
interaction, and an example of wordless communication (23) as part of mu-
sic making. The two last encounters, finally, illustrated how intensive com-
municative work might never the less fail to provide evidence of shared un-
derstanding. 
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Using the coding scheme for further analysis 
In order to explore some possibilities of further analysis based on this cod-
ing scheme, the presented citations will now be taken as one corpus of data,
one “virtual lesson” containing 34 more or less developed communicative
projects. One obvious analytical question to pose to this virtual lesson is, to
what extent the communication between teacher and students seems to have
resulted in shared understanding. A simple statistical answer would be, that
62% of the introduced topic candidates were developed into evidenced shared
understanding. Or, in other words, that more than every three attempts at
teaching and learning might have been a lost opportunity. This topic could
then be further explored, for example through analysing and comparing en-
counters that combine more than one modality with those only using verbal
language. In this virtual lesson, four out of five spoken projects resulted in ev-
idenced shared meaning while nearly half of the multimodal communicative
projects seemed to have failed. Such a finding in an authentic lesson would
prompt further questions, such as whether this might be an inherent weak-
ness in multimodal communication or whether it is an idiosyncrasy with the
particular pedagogical situation or teaching style.
The “successful” communicative projects could also be subdivided into
projects that evidence shared meaning with less than 3 turns (Encounters 4,
14 & 23), ten communicative projects in which common understanding is
evidenced but not further elaborated, for example in the form of minimal
communicative interactions, and eight communicative encounters which con-
sist of more investigative and elaborated communicative work (Encounters
11–13, 15d & 16–19). Common properties of this last category are, that they
encompass five or more turns, that students contribute to at least two of
these, that the teacher finalises them and, in all except one case, initiates the
topic candidate. They also contain explicit questions (?) or disapprovals (-)
that prompt further dialogue. The identification of common structural prop-
erties of such elaborated dialogues might give findings that can be useful for
music teachers who want to develop their communicative competence in the
classroom. 
It could also be interesting to study empty responses, since they by defini-
tion lack information value. In this virtual lesson, seventy percent of the un-
finalised communicative projects ended with an empty response, a majority
of them given by the teacher. If this result would be found in a real class, it
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would merit further analysis into the actual encounters and might also be of
value as a prompt for pedagogical development. 
Apart from analysing and comparing communicative projects, a statistical
inquiry into more minute details of the discourses may give insights into glob-
al communicative structures, may assist in comparing lessons and open up for
more context sensitive qualitative analysis. 
Fig. 2 displays some such data for this virtual lesson. The first three rows
in the table concern the frequencies of initiatives and may thus say something
about the power distribution in this virtual classroom, the power to choose
topics. There is not one instance of a student initiating a communicative proj-
ect by making a request and only one example of a student picking up some-
thing from the teacher and transforming it into a topic. The virtual teacher,
on the other hand, makes eight requests and six times elevates students’ ac-
tions or words into topics. 
Fig 2: Summary of utterances in whole virtual lesson according to some of the
classes created by the coding system.  Numbers within parenthesis signify
“thereof non-verbal”.
Row Type of turn Teacher’s Students’ turns
1 Topic initiated by question (I? or Ir initiated by a fol-
lowing question)
13(0) 1
2 Topic initiated by request (I! or Ir initiated by a fol-
lowing request)
8(6) 0
3 Retroactive initiation of topic 6 1
4 Responses in the form of requests (R!) 11(4) 0
5 Fulfilment of request (R+ following an !) 0 12(12)
6 Response as question (R?) 10(2) 4(2)
7 Negating response (R-) 9(7) 3(0)
8 Empty response (E) 7(1) 10(5)
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Rows four and five give evidence that no student has made a request during
the development of a topic but that there are twelve instances of them fol-
lowing requests in the communicative projects. As already mentioned, a “yes”
can be an empty response while a negation often triggers further dialogue.
Row six and seven show that this virtual lesson contains only four questions
from students and only three negating responses. If this was a real class this
could also indicate a need for the development of classroom dialogue, and a
further analysis of the classroom discourse could then be rewarding, both
from a scientific and from a pedagogical perspective. 
The coding scheme can also be used as a tool to study and compare preva-
lence and internal structure of encounters based on, for example, their con-
tent or function. As an illustration, the communicative projects in this virtu-
al lesson can be categorised for the four functions instruction, testing,
developing knowledge and skills and reflecting (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3: Main didactical function of communicative projects compared with re-
gard to distribution, number of turns and percentage of turns using music as
communicative medium
Instruc-
tion, coor-
dination
or rebuke
Testing
knowledge
or skills
Developing
knowledge
or skills
Reflect-
ing
1 Number or encounters 7 10 14 3
2 Encounters with evidenced
shared understanding (= com-
pleted topics)
3 (=43%) 8 (=80%) 7 (=50%) 1 (=33%)
3 Mean turns for encounters
with completed topics 
3 4 6 6
4 Mean turns for all topics with-
in the category
3 3,5 5 3
5 Percentage of turns using musi-
cal modalities among encoun-
ters with completed topics
20% 7% 39% 0%
The summaries in Fig. 3 suggest that this virtual lesson mainly aimed at test-
ing and developing knowledge and skills (row 1), that testing had the high-
est and reflecting the lowest percentage of completed topics (row 2), that on
average it took more turns to develop a topic for learning and reflection than
for instruction and testing (row3) and that the testing was mostly verbal while
the teaching for learning used multiple modalities (row 5). It does not seem
surprising that communicative projects aiming at learning require more elab-
orate communicative work than the testing of already acquired knowledge
(row 3&4), but in a real lesson, it would be remarkable if half or less than
half of the classroom communication did not evidence shared topics, neither
in instruction, nor in learning or reflecting. 
These examples of ‘second level analysis’ are intended to hint at the po-
tential of this kind of topic-centred structural analysis to describe and un-
derstand classroom communication, both on the micro-level of single com-
municative projects and on the macro level of classroom cultures. 
Summary of findings
In this study, didactical encounters in eight music classrooms from seven
countries have been analysed with regard to the explicit dialogical work be-
ing performed between teachers and students by means of verbal, musical
and bodily communication. The aim has been to explore to what extent the
used analytical apparatus can be appropriate for describing and analysing
communicative processes and to what extent it may be used for further class-
room research and for understanding and developing music teaching. The
analysis showed that most of the communicative projects in the excerpts
could be coded with the use of the [agent]–[modality]–[function]-coding sys-
tem and that both verbal and multimodal communicative work could be
analysed according to the same principles of topic-centred initiative-response
analysis. In the cited communicative projects, evidenced shared meaning
could result from only two turns of talk or action but even lengthy didacti-
cal encounters could lack evidence of shared understanding. The presence of
empty responses contributed to a seemingly contra-factual sense of consen-
sus and was indicative of uncompleted communicative projects, that is, of
lost opportunities for shared understanding. On the other hand, a zealous
striving for common understanding from the teacher could exert a dominant
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force that might incapacitate students. It was also shown that at least four
turns of talk or action were needed to develop understanding beyond mere-
ly the mutual identification of a topic. 
In the second level analysis, when all the encounters were analysed as one
complete virtual lesson, some analytical approaches were suggested that could
be used both for analysing single lessons and for comparing classroom cul-
tures. Since the analytical coding differentiated between initiatives (that pre-
sented a topic candidate) and consecutive responses, one obvious aspect of
comparison became the distribution of initiatives between teachers and stu-
dents (and perhaps between subgroups). The coding in requests and ques-
tions could be used to delve further into matters of agency. The focus on ev-
idenced topics made it possible to study the proportion between completed
and uncompleted communicative projects both within a whole lesson and de-
pendent on the content or function of the projects. In all, the three dimen-
sions: agent-modality-function, seem to open up for a vast number of analy-
ses that can shed light on teaching and learning in music classrooms.
Concluding reflections
One of the fundamental tenets behind dialogical theories is, that situated
meaning is created through what Linell (2009) calls double dialogicality.  Ac-
cording to this theory, communication is dependent not only on the direct
context but also on institutional, cultural and personal traditions that per-
meate each unique communicative situation. This, however, does not mean
that verbal communication is notoriously ambiguous. As the result of shared
experiences, what Ludwik Fleck (1935) calls a “style of thinking” can devel-
op within a “thinking collective”, and such a style of thinking can dramati-
cally reduce language’s ambiguity and provide the collective with unique pos-
sibilities of shared sense-making. A teacher and a class can, through intense
communicative work, develop a thinking collective, which provides its par-
ticipants with resources for communication that cannot be detected through
this type of analysis. I contend, however, that the principles of evidenced
shared meaning-making that underlie the present analysis, are highly rele-
vant for the development of such thinking collectives, both within classrooms
and among colleagues, and that it is therefore valuable for music teachers to
increase their awareness of the dialogical structure of their classroom inter-
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action. Such a simple thing as not to take a student’s “yes” as evidence of
shared understanding can help teachers improve their students’ possibilities
of understanding and learning.
Lefstein and Snell (2014) mention six approaches to dialogue: interac-
tional form, interplay of voices, critique, collaborative thinking, relationship
between participants and empowerment. This study has focused on interac-
tional form and the creation of shared topics, but through the use of struc-
tural analysis with topics as the analytical centre, each analysed situation can
also be read as more or less successful collaborative thinking and acting, and
can give hints about power relations and provide information about the pos-
sibilities for learning provided through the teaching. Thus this type of analy-
sis ought to have potential as a tool both for case studies and comparative
studies within and between educational cultures. 
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